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O. Introduction 
In the present note we would like to generalize certain basic concepts and results 
from the case of a discrete group action on a topological space to that of quite 
general diagrams of spaces - by which one means a functor X :  D---,Top from a 
small category D to topological spaces. In particular, we prove a generalization of 
Bredon's fundamental theorem about G-homotopy equivalences [1]. That result 
says that a G-map f :X~Y between two G-CW-complexes is a G-homotopy 
equivalence if and only if it induces a homotopy equivalence f l -t.  X H ~ yH on the 
fixed point sets for each subgroup HC G. 
After introducing a notion of D-CW-complex and D-orbit type we prove a 
generalization of Bredon's theorem that can be applied, in particular, to any 
diagram of simplicial complexes and simplicial maps between them. 
Main results 
In Section 1 we introduce D-CW-complexes. These are built as homotopy push- 
outs out of D-orbits: A D-orbit is any D-space T (i.e. a D-diagram of spaces) with 
dir limDT= (pt); i.e. for which the direct limit over D consists of one point. Since 
maps between D-spaces (natural transformations) and homotopies are the obvious 
things, we have a notion of D-homotopy equivalence (Section 2). For any two D- 
spaces X, Y one constructs a topological function space homo(X, Y) (which may be 
empty). Then the correct analogue to the fixed point space X H as above is the 
function space homo(T, X) for T a D-orbit. In fact we have the following version 
of Bredon's theorem for any map of D-CW-complexes: 
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0.1. Theorem. A map f :  X ~ y between D-CW-complexes & a D-homotopy equi- 
valence iff for any D-orbit T the induced map f r  : homo(T, X )~homo(T  , Y) is a 
homotopy equivalence of topological spaces. 
In 4.1 below we show that one does not need to consider all orbits but only the 
set of orbits which actually appear in X or Y. In the second part of this note, Section 
5, we show 
0.2. Theorem. Any diagram of simplicial complexes and simpficial maps between 
them can be given the structure of  a D-CW-complex. 
Therefore 0.1 applies to diagrams of simplicial complexes. 
Equivalence between colimits 
Thus our results break down into two parts. In the first part we show that if ob- 
jects (diagrams of spaces) can be written down as homotopy limits of a restricted 
collection of objects (orbits), then one has a simple criterion for recognizing homo- 
topy equivalence: The second part is to show that certain familiar diagrams can in 
fact be written as homotopy direct limits of diagrams whose direct limit is a one 
point space. The first part is a homotopy version of the following general pro- 
position: 
0.3. Proposition. Suppose that C & a category, {Xi} & a collection of objects of 
C, U and V are objects of C which can be expressed as cofimits of  the X i's, 
and F: U~ V is a map. Then F is an isomorphism if it induces an isomorphism 
Horn(X, U)- ,Hom(X,  V) for each Xe  {Xi}. 
Proof. Writing V= colimj Xj, we get 
Hom( V, U) = Hom(colimj Xj, U) 
= lim Hom(Xj, U)= lim Hom(Xj, V) 
= Hom(colimj Xj, V) = Horn(V, V). 
The inverse to F is then the map in Hom(V, U) which corresponds to the identity 
map of V. 
In [4] a general homotopy-theoretic version of 0.3 is given under the restriction 
that the collection {Xi} = C is a small collection. In [2] this restriction is relaxed 
to include large categories as in 0.1 above. For a homological and obstruction- 
theoretical approach to 0.1 see also [3]. 
We would like to thank the referee for several useful comments. 
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1. CW-structure for general diagrams of spaces 
Let D be a small category. We construct a collection of D-spaces with a com- 
binatorial structure - analogous to the CW-complex structure on spaces. The major 
difference isthat in each d imens ion , the different 'types of cells' that can be added 
form together a large category of D-spaces. Also, there is no restriction on the type 
of topological spaces from which cells are made: Cells are D-spaces of the form 
T × A n where A n = I A [n] ] is the n-simplex and T is any orbit:  
1.1. Definition. A D-space T will be called an orbit of D if its direct limit over D 
consists of a single point: dir l imoT= (pt). 
If D is a group G, then the collection of isomorphism types of orbits forms a set; 
however: 
Example. Let D = J the category - ~-  with two objects and one map between them. 
A J-space is just a map of spaces X= (Xo-~X] )  and X is an orbit iff Xl =pt. Since 
X0 can be any space the collection of orbits in J is exactly the collection of all 
topological spaces. 
Example. The push-out diagram for attaching an n-cell has the form: 
Tx~ln  c- , TxA  n 
[ ~o push-out 
X C , Y=XU e TXA n 








The 0-skeleton is given by the diagram OI-~OI. We then add T × d l where T is the 
J-diagram Sl--*(pt). So that the attaching map is the collapse (Fig. l(b)): 
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Let us now proceed to the definition of a relative D-CW-complex: 
1.2. Def in i t ion  (D-CW-complex). A relative D-CW-structure on a D-space K is a 
filtration: 
K -1 coK°coK 1 co . . .  K n co . . .  COK 
such that K= [-Ji___-i Ki  and for n>_O, K n is gotten from K n -  ! as a push-out in a 
diagram 
~nXSn C ~ AnXSn 
K n- I  C ) K n 
where A n=lA(n)l is the standard n-simplex and S,, is any D-space such that 
dir lim S,, is a discrete topological space: i.e. S,, is a discrete disjoint union of D- 
orbits. If K-~ = 0, then K is a D-CW-complex.  In particular, K ° is gotten from K -1 
as a disjoint union K ° =K -1 tl (H i  T/¢°)) where T/t°) is an orbit for all i. Notice that 
the space (Sn)a for de  obj D is not assumed here to be a CW-complex and can, in 
general, be any topological space. 
1.3. Proposition. Let K be a D-CW-complex.  Then dir limDK is a CW-complex. 
Proof. This is easy by induction on the filtration of K. In fact, taking the limits 
limD Ki gives a CW-filtration on li__moK. This is true since taking direct limits 
strictly commutes with taking topological push outs. 
Example. Here is an example of a non-cellular diagram. Let D = J2 = {" ~"  } be the 
category with two objects and two non-identity maps between them going the same 
f 
way. Consider the -/2-space A ~ B where A = B = [0, 1 ] and f ( t )  = t while g(t) = t 2. g 
It is not hard to see that dir lim(A ~ B) is not a polyhedron and therefore by the 
proposition above A ~ B has no J2-CW-structure. 
In Section 5 below we prove that quite general diagrams admit a D-CW-structure. 
The non-linearity of g is what causes problems here. 
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2. D-homotopy, orbit type 
Let D be a small category. Let X, Y:D--*Top be two D-spaces. One can form 
their product as usual by (Xx  Y)d=XdX Ya where Xa is the value of X at 
de  obj D. If A e Top is a topological space, we shall associate with it a D-space also 
denoted by A by taking all Ad~A a to be identity on A. Thus a homotopy 
H: X×I~Y,  where I=  [0, 1]=A 1 is the unit interval, is a well defined concept. 
This gives us the notion of D-homotopy equivalence between two D-spaces. Our 
main aim in this note is to show that in many cases one can recognize D-homotopy 
equivalence via a collection of usual homotopy equivalences between spaces. This 
procedure is not immediate ven for the simplest diagrams uch as J above. 
2.1. Example. A J-space is a map f "  A 1---~A 2 of topological spaces. A map in 
Top J - the category of J-spaces - is a commutative square (q~, q~2) 
tPl 
Al 'BI  
1 
A 2 ' B 2 
(o2 
If all spaces are CW and f ,g  are cofibrations, then (~01,~02) is a J-equivalence iff 
both ~o I and ~o 2 are homotopy equivalences of spaces. This fact follows from 0.1. 
If, however, f or g is not 1-1, then the situation is more complex: Consider 
A 1 =A 2 =B 1 =B 2 =A 1 =I.  Let f "  A 1 --*A 2 be the composition [0, 1] ~ [0, 3] -~ [0, 1] 
which folds [0, 1] three times over itself as in the diagram below. Let g : Bl --* B2 be 
the identity on L 
i•  (01 =f  
(o2 
g 
Then ((pl,q92) is not a J-equivalence. In fact, the object (A I - - *A2)  is not J -  
homotopy equivalent to B 1 --,B 2. If one refers to 0.1 above, this can be checked by 
taking the function complex for the J-orbit T2= (0 I~(pt ) )= (two points space) ~ 
(pt): It is not hard to check that homj(Tz, f )  is homotopy equivalent to S Ivs  1, a 
wedge of two circles, while homj(T2,g) is the unit interval. 
2.2. Direct limits, orbits, orbit types. With any D-space X : D ---,Top associates its 
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direct limit space dir lim X ~ Top: One has a map rc :X  ~ dir lim X of X to the 'cons- 
tant' D-space dir lim X. 
In the present framework this map is crucial - we think of X as a 'family of  orbits 
indexed by the space dir lim X ' .  For b ~ dir lim X the orbit T b in X is gotten as a 
pull-back in TopD: 




, dir lim X 
We call the D-space Tb the orbit of  the point b ~ dir lim X. Likewise any point 
XeXd for de  obj D determines a D-space which is the orbit o fx  namely: Tx- T~tx). 
Clearly dir lim Tb = {b} so that T o is always a D-orbit. 
As we saw above a basic difference between the special case of D being a dis- 
crete group G and the general case is that in the latter there is no set of  D-orbits 
which exhausts the D-homotopy types of D-orbits. However with each D-space X 
one can associate the set of all orbits which appear in X namely the set O(X)= 
{ Tbl b ~ dir lim X }. 
2.3. Definition. Let 0 be a collection of D-orbits. We say that X & of  type 0 if  for 
all Te O(X) there exists S ~ 0 such that T is D-homotopy equivalent to S. 
We conclude this preparatory section with a lemma we shall need. 
2.4. Lemma. Let f :  X~ Y be a D-homotopy equivalence of  D-diagrams, then the 
direct limit map dir limp f :  dir lim X---,dir lim Y is also a homotopy equivalence. 
Proof. This follows immediately from the equation dir lim(X × I )= (dir lim X)×I  
where I is the unit interval. 
3. Equivalence of function spaces 
In the present section we will show how the exponential law for function spaces 
hom(u × o, w) ~ hom(u, hom(o, w)) (in the right topological category) leads formally 
from the 'local product' structure of D-CW-complexes to a Bredon-type result. 
Since the exponential law does not hold for general topological spaces with the com- 
pact open topology on function spaces some care is needed. 
We want to associate with any two D-spaces X, Y a topological space 
homD(X, Y) in such a way that if A is a topological space, then one has natural 
toplogical equivalences (homeomorphisms): 
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hOmD(T × A, X) ~ hom(A, hOmD(T, X)), 
hOmD (T, hom(A, X)  ~ hOm D ( T × A, X). 
There are several ways to ensure that one has function complexes satisfying the ex- 
ponential law. One may restrict the type of spaces in Top to locally compact 
Hausdorfspaces and take the usual function complex with compact open topology. 
Or one may work throughout in the category of k-spaces - compactly generated 
spaces - and form products and function spaces as k-spaces. Another possibility is 
to use as function complex the geometric realization of the simplicial set Hom(X, Y) 
where an n-simplex is a map X × A"--, Y. 
So from now on we shall work in a category E-Top - a topological category 
equipped with a function space, hom(- , - )  for which the exponential law holds. 
Notation. If X, Y are D-spaces we denote by yX the space homo(X, Y). 
The most important consequences of the exponential law for us is: 
3.1. Proposition. Let 0 be a collection of  D-orbits and let K be a D-CW-complex 
of type O. Let f :  X--, Y be an O-equivalence of  D-spaces in the sense that for  all 
T~ 0 one has a homotopy equivalence f r :X  r~ yr.  Then f induces a homotopy 
equivalence fK : X K ~ yK. 
Proof. Since K is built as a direct limit of D-spaces: 
Koc_~ Kl c_~ K2c_~ ... Kn c_....K 
one can argue by induction on n and then pass to the limit. 
Under the condition of 3.1 one has: 
Lemma. Assume that fK  in 3.1 • a homotopy equivalence and let L be a push-out 
of D-spaces as below where Te 0 is a D-orbit: 
Txf ln  c , T×A n 
K c , L=K U~o(TxA n) 
Then fL  is also a homotopy equivalence. 
Proof. Take the mapping spaces of the push-out square above into X and Y. We 
get for X a pull-back diagram of spaces: 
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homo(L, X) , hOmD(T × A n, X) 
pull-back r 
hom O (K, X) ,hom D (T × zi n, X) 
By exponentiation the map r is the same as horn(A", Xr)--*hom(/i ", xT) .  This map 
is a fibre map so that the pull-back diagram is also a homotopy pull-back diagram. 
Now, if one compares this homotopy pull-back to the corresponding one for Y, one 
gets by the assumptions on K and T that all maps induced by f :  X--* Y are homo- 
topy equivalences. This proves the lemma. 
Now, since K in 3.1 is obtained from the empty diagram by push-outs as in the 
lemma, it follows that for all integers n the induced map fK" is a homotopy equi- 
valence of spaces. But by the same argument as in the lemma homo(K, X) is a 
homotopy inverse limit of a tower of fibrations homo(K "+ l,x)--*homo(Kn, X) 
and therefore f induces a homotopy equivalence fK in the limit as needed. 
4. Bredon's theorem 
Our version 0.1 of Bredon's theorem for general D-CW-complexes follows easily. 
We formulate a more exact version of 0.1. 
4.1. Theorem. Let f :  X~ Y be a map between D-CW-spaces of  type O. Then f is 
a D-homotopy equivalence if and only i f f  r is a homotopy equivalence of spaces 
for all Te O. 
Proof. This follows directly from 3.1 by the usual argument on homotopy classes 
of maps: Taking K=X and K= Y in 3.1 the homotopy equivalence of the function 
complexes implies in particular that the sets of path components are isomorphic via 
f: 
[Y, Xlo ' [r, YID, 
fo-- 
[X, XIo , [X, Ylo 
from surjectivity of the first and injectivity of the second map we get that f has both 
left and right homotopy inverses, thus a homotopy inverse. 
4.2. Remark. Notice that in deriving 4.1 from 3.1 we only used a weaker statement 
that fK in 3.1 is a weak-homotopy-equivalence, i.e., it induces isomorphism on rt0 
and higher homotopy groups. 
4.3. Example. Consider the category J as in 2.1. Restrict attention to maps 
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f :  A 1 --~A 2 in Top J with all fibres being finite sets (or empty). In other words take 
the set of orbits O to be the set of maps: P,=({1,2 , . . . ,n}~{O}) ,  (n>_O). Then 
hom(Pn,f) is just the n-th power of A l over A2: 
A1 ×A2A1 XA2A1 -'. XA2A 1. 
Therefore, by 4. l, a map tp = (tpl, (o2) as in 2.1 is a J-equivalence if and only if it in- 
duces homotopy equivalence on these fibre products. 
4.4. Example. If D = G is a discrete group, we recover from 4.1 Bredon's result since 
every G-orbit is G-isomorphic to G/H for some HC G, and Hom(G/H, X)  for a G- 
space X is just the subspace of points fixed by H. 
4.5. Example. Consider the category of simplicial complexes over a fixed simplicial 
complex B, with maps over B. We ask under what conditions does a map f 
f 
A ~A' 
\ /  
B 
have a homotopy inverse over B. Clearly, a necessary condition is that for all b e B 
the induced map p -  1 (b )  --~ q-  l (b )  of the fibres over b is a homotopy equivalence of 
spaces. But as the following example shows this is not sufficient. Consider the 
following maps of the unit interval with various triangulations: 
A = 
where the middle 1-simplex in A is collapsed by f to the middle vertex in A', and 
q folds A' onto B. Clearly, f has no homotopy inverse over B, since there is no map: 
A'-~A which induces homotopy equivalences on all fibres. Using 4.1 we show 
however that f comes very close to having a homotopy inverse over B. 
4.6. Proposition. Let f :  A-~A'  be a simplicial map over B that induces homotopy 
equivalences o f  spaces p- l  (a) ~ q- 1 (a) for  all simplexes a in B. Then f is a 
homotopy equivalence and moreover f has a homotopy inverse g :A ' -~A which 
while not a B-map has the property that p o g(a') and q(a') lie in the same closed 
simplex. Similarly the homotopy between f o g (g o f )  and the identity has the same 
property. 
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Proof. Our approach is to think of A and A'  as the direct limit of a diagram of 
simplicial complexes over the small category D(B), the latter is the category whose 
objects are the simplices of B and whose morphisms are face inclusions. If p : A--*B 
is any map one can associate to p a diagram X(p) over D(B): Let X(p)(tr)= 
p-l(tr)  for each simplex tr in B. The map t r<r  in D(B) then yields inclusion 
p - l ( t r )~p- l ( r ) .  In our case X(p) and X(q)are diagrams of simplicial complexes 
and simplicial maps between them so that Theorem 0.1 applies to them by 0.2 as 
we shall see in Section 5 below. 
By construction we have dir l imotB)X(p)=A. So our proof breaks down into 
two steps: First we show that the map f induces a homotopy equivalence of D(B) 
diagrams fD : X(p)~X(q) .  Then we apply directly 2.4 to get the desired result. So 
the main step is 
4.7. Lemma. The map f induces a homotopy equivalence of diagrams: X(p)~X(q).  
Proof. One uses 4.1. This is legitimate in view of Theorem 0.2 to be proven in the 
next section as 5.8. To apply 4.1 one needs to find the orbits that appear in X(p) 
and X(q). Since the maps in X(p) are inclusions over the simplicial inclusions of 
simplices in B, the orbit of a point x ~ X(p)(tr) is equal to the orbit of its image in 
B. Therefore we are reduced to find the orbits of the identity map B id  B. 
The orbit T b of b is the D(B)-set defined by To(z)= hom(zo, Z) where rb is the 
unique simplex with b e'~b (interior of r b) and horn is taken in D(B). It follows 
that the function complex homotB)(Tb, X(p))=p-1 (za). Therefore the conditions of 
4.1 are implied by our conditions on f and fD is therefore a D(B)-homotopy equi- 
valence. This proves the lemma. 
Let gD denote a homotopy inverse to fD. Notice that gD carries q- l ( r )  to p-l(z). 
Therefore the map g = dir lim gD : A'--'A has the desired property of 4.6. The fact 
that g is a homotopy equivalence by a homotopy over the simplices of B follows now 
directly from 2.4 above. Q.e.d. 
4.8. Corollary. I f  f :  V--* W is a simplicial map over B, which induces a homotopy 
equivalence fb : p- l (b)~q- l (b)  for all barycenters in B, then the conclusion of 4.6 
holds. 
Proof. This follows from 4.6 since one can construct for simplicial maps the inverse 
image of a closed simplex tr as a homotopy direct limit of the inverse images of the 
barycenters of all its faces: For a simplicial map p :  U-'A n one considers the 
D°P(dn)-diagram {p- l (b0} where b~ runs over barycenters of faces r of A n. If 
r<_d n, and b is the barycenter of A", then the relative homeomorphism of 5.3 
below: 
p-l(b) xdn ~U 
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gives a map p- l (b )~p- l (b r )  by restriction. 
It is clear that these maps are consistent for the various faces of An since the 
relative homeomorphism in 5.3 is natural with respect o simplicial maps over A" 
Thus we get a diagram X*(U) over D°P(An). The homotopy direct limit of X*(U) 
is clearly homotopy equivalent o X itself. Therefore under our assumptions the 
map f induces a homotopy equivalence p-l(tr)= q-l(tr) as needed in 4.6 above. 
5. Diagram of simplicial complexes and simplicial sets 
We now turn to the question of the applicability of the main results in a general 
but familiar context. Our main aim is to show that a diagram K of simplicial com- 
plexes with simplicial maps between them admits a D-CW-structure so that Theorem 
4.1 applies to such diagrams. As a preparation we delay for a moment he examina- 
tion of the relationship between a diagram K and its direct limit space dir lim K: 
Thus we define: 
5.1. Definition. A D-space Kwill be called a D-simplicial complex if for all de  obj D 
the space K d admits a simplicial structure and so does the space dir lim K in such 
a way that any map Kd-*K  d, in K and all the canonical maps ~Zd :Kd-~dir lim K are 
simplicial. 
Remark. Notice that in general a diagram of simplicial complexes and simplicial 
maps between them will not be a D-simplicial complex even after subdivision - since 
there may not be a simplicial structure on dir lim K compatible with the given one 
on K. We shall see, however, in a moment hat there is always a compatible CW- 
structure on dir lim K after a subdivision, f 
Consider the following simple example: K will be the diagram K 1 ~-*g K 2 with 
KI=K2- -~[0  , 1] the unit interval taken as the standard 1-simplex. If f ( t )=t  and 
g(t) = 1 - t, then dir lim K is also a unit interval but Kj -~dir lim K is not simplicial; 
it becomes o after subdivision of K. 
We first show that the behavior of the direct limit is the main problem by observ- 
ing that for a D-simplicial complex K the simplicial structure on dir lim K yields im- 
mediately a D-CW-structure on K. 
5.2. Theorem. Any D-simplicial complex K admits a D-CW-structure in which the 
orbits are those of  the barycenters of  simplices in dir lim K. 
Proof. The main input here is a 'local product structure' of simplicial maps: 
5.3. Lemma. Let q~:K~L be a simplicial map of  simplicial complexes. For a 
simplex tT:A [n]c-~L let b a e L be its barycenter. Then there is a relative homeo- 
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morphism 
(A n x ~p-l(ba), /i n x ~p-l(ba))~(tp-l(tr(dn), ~O- 1 (O'(/ i  n ) ) ) .  
o --1 o In other words over tT, the interior o f  ~, one has a homeomorphism tp (tT)~_ 
0 
A n× tp-I (ba), which extends to a map over the boundary. 
Proof.  This follows immediately from the special case where L, K are simplices. See 
[6, 3.1]. 
Our first task is to note that Lemma 5.3 extends to a situation where K is a 
D-simplicial complex and L is its limit. Namely over each open simplex ~CL  = 
dir lim K, the pull-back d; :gram KS over the open simplex is homeomorphic as a 
O 
D-diagram of spaces to the product An× Tb where b--ba is the barycenter of a 
and T b its orbit (see 2.2). 
5.4. Lemma. In the above notation consider the pull-back Wa'D--,(spaces) 
Wo . . . . . .  , Wa . . . . . . . . . .  ~ K ~ . . . . . . . . . .  Tb 
a 
A n , A n , dir l imK,  {b} 
There is a relative homeomorphism of D-spaces 
(A"x To, An x Tb)-~ (W o, Wo). 
Proof.  This follows directly from the proof of 5.3 since the homeomorphism there 
is natural with respect o simplicial maps over L. 
To end the proof one argues by induction on the cellular structure of dir lim K= 
L: One must find for each n a D-space Sn that is a disjoint union of D-orbits 
namely with dir lim Sn--a discrete topological space. We take 
Sn = i.[ ~-l(bon). 
an ~ dir lim K 
Namely, ba, runs over the barycenters of the n-simplexes an of L = dir lim K and 
is the projection ~:K~L from the diagram K onto its direct limit. One has 
O= K- I  ~ ~-I (Lo)~ ~-I  ( L1)~. . .~  ~- I  ( Ln)~. . .~K 
where L n is the n-th skeleton of dir l imK= L. Then by 5.4 we have the push-out as 
needed in 1.2: 
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S. xA"  
r~-l(Ln_ l) Q.e.d. 
, S. xA"  
1 
, ~z-l(Ln) 
Example. The drawback of 5.2 is that in general a diagram of simplicial complexes 
where all structure maps are simplicial is not a D-simplicial complex even after sub- 
division: Consider any diagram in which the interior of a two-simplex is mapped 
homeomorphically into the direct limit but a face of it is collapsed there to a point 
(such as in the diagram A2,--A2~pt). 
We now show, however, that nonetheless, after taking a single subdivision, a 
diagram of simplicial sets induces a natural CW-structure on its direct limit. This 
CW-structure is compatible with the cellular structure in each simplicial complex in 
the diagram, and over that CW-structure on the limit there is a D-CW-structure on 
the diagram. 
The need to pass to a subdivision is evident from the remark after 5.1 above. One 
first generalizes Lemma 5.3 above to a semi-simplicial context: 
5.5. Lemma. Let rc : X~d[n]  be a simplicial map o f  a simplicial set X to the 
simplicial n-simplex A [n]. Then upon realization the map : t x l  --" I A [n]I has the 
local product structure as in 5.3. This relative homeomorphism is natural with 
respect o simplicial maps over A [n]. 
Proof. Since any point in the geometric realization [K[ comes uniquely from the 
realization of some non-degenerate simplex in K, all one needs to examine is the 
special case when n is the map f l :A[m]--,A[n]. But then its realization 
I f l t :Am~A n is a map as in 5.3 for which we know the local product structure. 
Naturality of 5.5 allows one to extend it to the semi-simplicial analog of 5.4. 
5.6. Proposition. The conclusion o f  5.4 holds in the case that K= IX  I is the realiza- 
tion o f  a D-simplicial set X : D --, (simplicial sets). 
Now as in 5.2, if we replace the barycenter by an interior point of some cell in 
Idir lim X], one gets: 
5.7. Proposition. Let X be a D-diagram of  simplicial sets. Then IX[ is a D-CW- 
complex. 
Using these results one can now prove the following version of 0.2: 
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5.8. Theorem. Let K be a D-diagram of  simplicial complexes and simplicial maps. 
Then its first barycentric subdivision K' can be given the structure of  a D-CW- 
complex. 
Proof. Since there is an order on the simplices of the complexes in K' and the maps 
preserve this order we can define S(K') to be a simplicial D-set with Sn(Ka)- 
{dn-'Kd t-~is an order preserving simplicial map}. 
Besides being a diagram of simplical sets, the property of S(K') we need is that 
S(K~) contains exactly one non-degenerated simplex for each simplex in K~ 
(d ~ obj D). Therefore its geometric realization [S(K')I is homeomorphic toK' itself 
[5]. Therefore, by 5.7, K' is a D-CW-complex. 
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